Cowboy Gear

Cowboy Holsters, Cartridge Belts and Cowboy Gear.
Check back often we will be adding more soon.

Cowboy Cross Draw Holster

- Start at $100.00 plain (as shown)
- Heavy 10/11 oz. Leather with 30 degree cant.
- Add Cartridge Belt with 24 bullet loops. Start at $150.00
- Great for Horseback or 4 wheeler.
- Adjustable Hammer thong keeps your gun secure.
- We can Add Tooling, Floral carving and smooth Lining
- Available in Cross Draw or Strong Side.
- Made for all Single Actions and some Double Action Revolvers. Order on my online store.
Texas Ranger Rig Full Floral

- Carved for Colt SAA 4 3/4
- Matching 2 inch wide belt taper to 1 1/4 buckle
- Matching 12-shot Bullet
- As Shown $875.00 Plain unlined $350.00
- order on my online store

"Good, Bad and the Ugly" Rig

- $500.00 Holster and Belt
- Reproduction of the holster and belt worn by Clint Eastwood in many of his movies.
- Order on my online store.

"Jesse James" Holster and Belt

- $350.00
- "California" pattern Holster with old style floral pattern.
- 2 1/2 wide Cartridge Belt 24 bullet Loops with old style border.
- Holster and Belt are Antique Brown Color and Aged to replicate the look and feel of an old holster and belt as see in the book "Packing Iron"
- Can be made Cross Draw or as a Strong Side Holster as show here.
- Made for all Single Actions Revolvers.
- Order on my online store.

Saddle Scabbard

for Rossi Ranch Hand

fits 38/357, 44 mag, 45 Colt

Plain $200.00

Border Tooled $235.00 (as shown)
Rossi Ranch Hand Holster

- Border Tooled and 12 bullet loops in 38/357, 44mag and 45 Colt
- Holster is made to fit up to 3" wide belt and has a leg strap with a buckle for easy tie down
- This is an awesome way to carry your Rossi Ranch Hand
- Made Left or Right Hand
- $260.00 as shown
- This holster will only fit Rossi Ranch Hand 38/357, 44mag and 45 Colt.

Cartridge Belt

- 2 1/2 wide or 3" wide
- 24 Bullet Loops
- Start at $150.00
- order on online store
Shotgun Belt

- with 20 loops heavy 10/11 oz. Leather
- Made for 20 ga. and 12 ga.
- Available 2 1/2" (as shown) tapper to 1 1/2 buckle or 3" wide tapper to 1 1/2 buckle.
- Start at $150.00 order on online store.